
 

 

Year group: Nursery                 Date:8.7.2020 

  Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3 
English We  are going to think of 

words about Summer. 
 
How many words can you 
think of that are about 
Summer? 
 
Can you draw some of those 
things? 
Think carefully about the 
shapes and colours first. 
 
 
 
 

We  are going to think of 
words about Summer. 
 
How many words can you 
think of that are about 
Summer? 
 
Can you think of 5 words 
that start with the ‘s’ 
sound that link with 
Summer? 
 
Can you draw the 5 things 
and label them with the 
sound ‘s’? 
 
Remember, whoosh slither 
down the snake and flick! 

We  are going to think of 
words about Summer. 
 
How many words can you 
think of that are about 
Summer? 
 
Can you think of 5 words 
that start with the ‘s’ 
sound that link with 
Summer? 
 
Can you draw the 5 things 
and label them with the 
full words or all of the 
sounds that you can 
hear? 

Maths Can you set up a picnic at 
home with your teddies and 
toys? 

 

Give each friend at the 
picnic a plate and cup. 

How many plates and cups 
do you need? 

 

Can you count some items 
of food (real or plastic)  so 
that each friend has 3 
things on their plate? 

Look at the Summer 
counting and matching 
game below. 

 

Can you recognise the 
numbers and say them out 
loud? 

Can you find the correct 
picture that goes with it by 
counting the items? 

Look at the Teddy Bear’s 
Picnic activity below. 

They all need some food. 
Can you help share the 
food out so that each 
bear has got the same 
amount? 

You could draw the bears 
and the food, or you 
could set out your own 
picnic with some teddies 
at home. 

Can you write how many 
items of food each bear 
has? 

Phonics See separate phonic overview sheet attached   

Other Look at the Winter and 
Summer Clothes sorting 
activity below. 

Can you talk about the 
different clothes we need 
in Winter and Summer and 
see if you can identify 
which ones should go with 
Winter and which ones 
should go with Summer? 

Why do we have to wear 
these different clothes? 
How do they help us? 

Maybe you could draw a 
picture of yourself in some 
winter clothes and a picture 
of yourself in some summer 
clothes. 

Look at the Winter and 
Summer Clothes sorting 
activity below. 

Can you talk about the 
different clothes we need 
in Winter and Summer and 
see if you can identify 
which ones should go with 
Winter and which ones 
should go with Summer? 

Why do we have to wear 
these different clothes? 
How do they help us? 

Maybe you could draw a 
picture of yourself in some 
winter clothes and a 
picture of yourself in some 
summer clothes. 

Look at the Winter and 
Summer Clothes sorting 
activity below. 

Can you talk about the 
different clothes we 
need in Winter and 
Summer and see if you 
can identify which ones 
should go with Winter 
and which ones should go 
with Summer? 

Why do we have to wear 
these different clothes? 
How do they help us? 

Maybe you could draw a 
picture of yourself in 
some winter clothes and a 
picture of yourself in 
some summer clothes. 

Please find todays learning tasks below. 

The table below explains the tasks and you will find the resources underneath. 

DO NOT PRINT THE PAGES, use your homework book for writing,  drawing and recording 
activities detailed below. 



Maths– Challenge 2 





Maths– Challenge 3 



Winter and Summer 

Clothes sorting 




